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ABOUT GLOBAL 

HISTORY

A small group of professional divers banded together in 1979 with the purpose of 

providing day-to-day diving, ship husbandry, marine construction, small vessel salvage, 

and spill response services in the Puget Sound region.  Their philosophy was simple: 

provide tough, smart and professional services for the maritime community, deliver 

outstanding customer service, and focus on employee safety. 

The company was incorporated in 1980 as Global Diving & Salvage, Inc., and it came 

to be known for its tenacious approach to every job.  Each task was treated as the most 

important project on the books, from simple vessel surveys to fully managed wreck 

removals.  Tim Beaver, John Graham, and five others brought this philosophy to life and 

established a company known for its integrity. 
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MISSION STATEMENT

Global Diving & Salvage, Inc. endeavors to foster a unique work environment for its 

employees that stimulates professional pride and passion in their craft and industry as 

well as invests them in the company’s achievements.  This commitment to our collective 

profession results in our clients and partners receiving safe and effective solutions while 

setting the standard in the marine services industry.

• Sincerity, honesty and professionalism in dealing with employees, clients, and partners;

• Safety in the workplace through competency, management, corporate culture and  

our philosophy of TEAMwork;

• Individual professional pride and passion for our craft, our company and our industry
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ENVIRONMENT 

We work to deliver continuous environmental improvement across all of our work sites  

and projects. We integrate training on regulations, compliance, spill prevention, notifications, 

equipment maintenance expectations, and clean-up procedures.  Operationally, we’re 

focused on reducing waste and ensuring preventative measures are always in place.  

This commitment to environmental stewardship creates opportunities to collaborate with  

our neighbors and community.

HEALTH & SAFETY

The company has always—and will always—place the safety of its employees in the 

highest regard.  Our safety philosophy emphasizes working collaboratively with each 

other and our clients to ensure the safest work environment possible.  We maintain this 

philosophy through our TEAM program (Together Everyone Achieves More).  This program 

encourages participation from our employees and clients to ensure safety is maintained  

for current projects and improved for future projects. 

Our approach to safety also includes company-wide employee training, ongoing 

observations and suggestions, daily meetings with job hazard analysis, proactive dive 

safety and general safety committees, tracking and addressing trends, job safety kickoffs, 

and frequent job safety audits. 

Participating members of:

HSE PROGRAM
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APPROACH
Global Diving & Salvage is the largest diving contractor on the West Coast, a leading 

provider of marine construction and infrastructure support services in the United States, 

and an internationally recognized casualty responder.  Our experience enables us to adapt 

quickly to unique problems and resolve potentially costly situations. Global is able to 

customize systems and management teams for individual projects. 

We are one of few full-service underwater marine contractors that can provide project 

management, in-house engineering, marine and upland environmental services, and the 

full spectrum of commercial diving services.  We do this through our three core services: 

Marine Construction, Casualty Response, and Offshore Support Services; operating out  

of four regions: Alaska, California, Gulf Coast, and the Pacific Northwest.

Our structural organization is designed to redirect expertise and assets as needed. With 

offices and personnel in four regions, Global is prepared to move equipment and people 

from region to region as required.  Global has the corporate structure in place to operate 

smoothly on multiple projects throughout the United States and abroad.
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MARINE CONSTRUCTION,  
ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY 

For over 30 years Global Diving has served customers in the civil construction and 

engineering markets including federal, state and municipal agencies, as well as private heavy 

civil and marine construction companies.  Global’s focus within this industry has transitioned 

from providing dive support in the local Puget Sound region to performing all aspects of 

marine construction work on dams, reservoirs, and stilling basins across the country both as 

a prime and a subcontractor. 

The Marine Construction, Engineering & Technology service line is fully equipped to perform 

heavy construction in remote areas and high altitudes in up to a depth of 1,000 feet using 

saturation diving.  Utilizing in-house engineering to assist with the development of specialized 

tooling, fixtures, and jigs allows us to provide safe and efficient operations in even the most 

demanding environments.  We are able to provide project management, supervision, and the 

bonding capacity to complete a wide range of technically challenging projects. 

Since purchasing our first ROV, Global has rapidly expanded our ability to use this 

technology in marine construction and salvage applications.  Our inspection and work class 

ROVs are operated by expert technicians who are fluent in the capabilities of our equipment; 

their years of operating and maintaining ROVs in the commercial diving industry bring an 

experienced perspective and understanding to each project.
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CASUALTY RESPONSE 

Since the beginning, providing fast and effective response to marine casualties has been 

one of the cornerstones at Global.  At the outset, the work was geographically limited 

to the Pacific Northwest, with the majority of projects performed on smaller private and 

commercial vessels.  Over time, as Global’s capabilities and theater of operations expanded, 

so has the size and complexity of casualty response operations we have undertaken.

Today, with our experience, skilled personnel, and specialized resources, Global Diving 

& Salvage, Inc. routinely responds to maritime emergencies throughout the North Pacific 

with operations extending from the arctic waters of Alaska to the most remote of the Pacific 

Atolls.  Global’s reputation for developing innovative solutions to complex problems, our 

detailed and efficient approach to project management, and our thorough understanding of 

the complex requirements faced by vessel owners and operators has allowed us to develop  

a level of confidence and trust with the regulatory agencies that is unique in the industry. 

Services provided by Global’s Casualty Response Division extend beyond the stabilization 

and salvage of vessels, barges and structures.  Utilizing our in-house mixed gas and 

saturation dive capabilities, our crews specialize in deep water operations in depths up to, 

and often exceeding, 1000 feet.  These projects include assessment of wrecks for condition, 

determination and recovery of vessels’ contents and recovery of the vessel itself.
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OFFSHORE OPERATIONS 

Global Diving began providing offshore diving services in the Gulf of Mexico as a 

subcontractor in support of a drilling rig leg recovery after Hurricane Ivan in 2004.  Prior 

to this contract, Global had not operated significantly in the region.  Upon completion of 

the project, Global was retained as the diving contractor to perform the largest platform 

removal ever undertaken at the time in the Gulf of Mexico.  Global was performing this 

work when Hurricanes Katrina and Rita struck the Gulf States and has worked continually 

in the region since 2004 with multiple dive systems operating concurrently  

for various customers. 

Due to its success both from a safety and efficiency aspect, Global Diving has continued 

to separate itself as the leader in downed platform and subsea wellhead intervention as 

well as inspection, repair, and maintenance operations.  The Offshore Services Division 

has grown from diving operations in the Gulf Coast and Alaska to international projects 

specializing in surface supplied, mixed gas, and saturation diving operations. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES

Global has a long history in both marine and land-based emergency response, with 

experience ranging from large-scale marine petroleum spills to small petroleum responses 

on land.  Environmental Services at Global is focused on having the necessary personnel 

and prepositioned equipment available should an incident occur. 

Our Environmental Response Division provides a wide array of services, including; day-to-

day spill prevention, emergency oil spill response, shoreline cleanup, among others.  Our 

fleet of 20’ oil spill response trailers, housing an assortment of response gear, can easily be 

brought to an oil spill site or staged for standby services if the potential exists. 

Global has the capability to perform environmental and natural resource remediation 

operations after the emergency containment and cleanup phase has been completed. 

Global strives to return the surrounding environment back to its original condition in 

conjunction with keeping our client and regulatory stakeholders interests a priority for 

every project. 
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ALASKA REGION 
Anchorage, AK

Global’s Alaska regional office has unparalleled experience operating in the region’s 

uniquely unpredictable environments ranging from the Aleutians, to the Cook Inlet, 

spanning into the interior, reaching northward to the Arctic and down into the panhandle.  

This office provides expanded diving services and a wide range of casualty response and 

marine construction capabilities through an Alaskan-based and staffed company.

Global conducts extensive surveys of Alaska’s marine infrastructure, particularly the 

Prince William Sound as well as in the Cook Inlet on production platforms and pipelines.  

Global’s divers are specially trained to work in the black water, adverse weather, and 

extreme tidal changes unique to this region. Global’s oil and gas work includes qualified 

level III NDT testing on platforms, pipelines, and infrastructure.  Our divers also 

perform maintenance and inspections on deep-water heavy mooring systems and dock 

rehabilitation for both the public and private sector. 

Global owns and operates the Dive Support Vessel “Sand Island” which is home berthed 

in Homer, Alaska, ready to mobilize with a crew 24 hours a day.  Global teams are easily 

dispatched out of our Anchorage office with the capability to respond to any marine need.     
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CALIFORNIA REGION 
Vallejo, CA

The California Region supports Global’s core service lines with personnel that are highly 

skilled in a wide variety of diving and environmental offerings, providing a full spectrum 

of marine services.  It offers high quality diving and environmental services in the San 

Francisco Bay area, along the Southern West Coast, and throughout the Pacific.  

Routine operations include marine construction projects on the many dams and reservoirs in 

the Sierra Nevada and surrounding mountains, environmental services, salvage operations,  

and support of the offshore oil and gas industry off Southern California.  Additional 

offerings include day to day diving services, ship husbandry, environmental response to  

oil spills both in water and on land, preventative booming, and fendering services.   

Global recently merged its two existing offices, Rio Vista and Richmond, into a newly-

renovated office and warehouse facility in Mare Island, featuring over 3,400 square feet  

of office and approximately 24,000 square feet of warehouse and yard facilities.
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GULF COAST REGION 
Houston, TX

The Gulf Coast is the newest regional footprint for Global, opening its offices in 2010 and 

featuring 2000 sq. ft. of office space and another 20,000 sq. ft. of warehouse capacity 

on 2.5 acres.  The new facility provides the ability to maintain personnel and equipment 

in the local area, allows Global to better serve our existing customers, and enables us to 

respond more timely to emergent opportunities.

Serving the Gulf of Mexico for over 10 years the opening of this new office not only 

increases Global’s capabilities to service our existing clients but also allows the full offering 

of casualty response management and operations, marine construction support services, 

and marine environmental operations to this dynamic market.  This further cements 

Global’s commitment to the region.
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PACIFIC NORTHWEST REGION 
Seattle, WA

Headquartered in West Seattle, Global has served the local maritime industry for over 

thirty years by routinely performing a wide gamut of daily diving services, marine 

construction, ship husbandry, emergency vessel response, light to heavy vessel salvage, 

and environmental services.  Global has a long tradition of serving the Puget Sound 

with the highest quality commercial diving and environmental services.

Additional auxiliary offices are stationed in Anacortes and Port Angeles, providing 

24-hour preventative booming coverage and servicing the needs of the barge and ship 

traffic in the rough waters of these locations.  To the south, a satellite Global office  

with stationed equipment is located in the Portland area, supporting the Columbia and 

Willamette River.

Housed in the Pacific Northwest Region are all the departments that support company 

wide operations, including the following groups: Health Safety & Environmental, 

Compliance & Claims, Contracts, Estimating, Asset Management, Accounting & 

Administration, Human Resources and Marketing.
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Alaska Region
5304 Eielson St.
Anchorage, AK 99518
T. (+1) 907 563-9060
F. (+1) 907 563-9061

California Region
1080 Nimitz Ave, Suite 440
Vallejo, CA 94592
T. (+1) 707 561-6810
F. (+1) 707 561-6811

Gulf Coast Region
15375 Vantage Parkway E
Houston, TX 77032
T. (+1) 281 940-0021
F. (+1) 281 940-0027

Pacific Northwest Region
Corporate Headquarters
3840 W Marginal Way SW
Seattle, WA 98106
T. (+1) 206 623-0621
F. (+1) 206 932-9036

www.gdiving.com    |    info@gdiving.com    |    24hr Toll Free 1-800-441-3483


